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Abstract

Emotional sensations and inferring another’s emotional states have been suggested to

depend on predictive models of the causes of bodily sensations, so-called interoceptive

inferences. In this framework, higher sensibility for interoceptive changes (IS) reflects higher

precision of interoceptive signals. The present study examined the link between IS and emo-

tion recognition, testing whether individuals with higher IS recognize others’ emotions more

easily and are more sensitive to learn from biased probabilities of emotional expressions.

We recorded skin conductance responses (SCRs) from forty-six healthy volunteers per-

forming a speeded-response task, which required them to indicate whether a neutral facial

expression dynamically turned into a happy or fearful expression. Moreover, varying proba-

bilities of emotional expressions by their block-wise base rate aimed to generate a bias for

the more frequently encountered emotion. As a result, we found that individuals with higher

IS showed lower thresholds for emotion recognition, reflected in decreased reaction times

for emotional expressions especially of high intensity. Moreover, individuals with increased

IS benefited more from a biased probability of an emotion, reflected in decreased reaction

times for expected emotions. Lastly, weak evidence supporting a differential modulation of

SCR by IS as a function of varying probabilities was found. Our results indicate that higher

interoceptive sensibility facilitates the recognition of emotional changes and is accompanied

by a more precise adaptation to emotion probabilities.

1 Introduction

Interoception, defined as the sense of the internal physiological state of the body [1], has

gained growing interest in recent years because of its impact on physical and mental health, as

well as on the processing of emotion. Classical appraisal theories of emotion processing postu-

late that emotional experiences to arise from the contextualised perception and interpretation

of bodily responses to external stimuli [2–4]. The somatic marker hypothesis [5, 6] incorpo-

rated this view emphasizing viscerosensory origins of emotions [7]. This notion has been

developed further under the framework of predictive coding, which presumes that emotional

experiences are determined by inferences of the causes of bodily sensations based on past
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experiences. The interoceptive predictive coding model holds that emotional states are deter-

mined by the interplay of interoceptive predictions and interoceptive prediction errors [8–10].

Mismatches between descending interoceptive predictions and primary interoceptive afferents

convey information about interoceptive changes and activate autonomous responses to restore

physiological homeostasis or allostasis [9, 11]. Importantly, this interplay is flexibly tuned to

the current reliability of exteroceptive and interoceptive signals by means of precision, regulat-

ing the relative weight accorded to prediction errors and predictions. Thus, highly precise pre-

diction errors relative to prediction gives bias to bottom-up processing, whereas highly precise

predictions relative to prediction errors give bias to top-down processing [12, 13].

Interoceptive precision may be a key to the striking differences individuals show in their

interoceptive abilities. High sensitivity to interoceptive changes and, correspondingly, in emo-

tional experience, is suggested to correspond with the ability to raise the precision of intero-

ceptive prediction errors by focused attention [14]. As a result, in individuals with high versus

low interoceptive sensitivity, interoceptive predictions are updated more frequently and thus

become increasingly precise. The downside of this continual precision optimization can be

observed in individuals with anxiety disorders, which promote increased attention to bodily

signals [15]. In contrast, low interoceptive sensitivity has been shown to be accompanied by

alexithymia, i.e., deficits in identifying and describing one’s own and others’ emotions [16, 17].

However, it should be noted that individuals could be differentiated on the basis of various

measures of interoceptive abilities. Garfinkel and co-workers [18] distinguish between intero-
ceptive accuracy (IAcc), operationalized as performance on objective detection of the heart-

beat, interoceptive sensibility (IS) that quantifies the self-reported belief concerning one’s own

perception of bodily signals, and interoceptive awareness (IAw), defined as a metacognitive

measure of the correspondence between objective IAcc and subjective evaluation of one’s own

interoception. Moreover, differences in interoceptive abilities could be associated with differ-

ences in physiological parameters that have been shown to reflect prediction error responses.

For example, habituation through repeated exposure to a stimulus (i.e., decreased prediction

error) is reflected in a decrease in skin conductance responses (SCRs) [19, 20]. In addition,

SCRs have been shown to indicate preparatory or anticipatory reactions to upcoming events

[21–23]. Thus, it is conceivable that individuals with a subjectively or objectively high intero-

ceptive ability might also show stronger prediction error responses of the autonomic nervous

system.

Individual differences in interoception could contribute to differences in social cognition.

Studies provide evidence that the objective sensitivity for interoceptive changes, i.e., IAcc,

relates to the ability to infer mental states of others (i.e., theory of mind) [24, 25]. Increased

IAcc, as assessed by the heartbeat perception task, is related to an increased perceived arousal

elicited by emotional stimuli [26, 27]. Moreover, individuals with higher IAcc are more sensi-

tive to emotional facial expressions of others [28]. Consequently, the concept of interoceptive

prediction has recently also augmented models of social cognition, i.e., inferring others’ inten-

tions and emotional states based on exteroceptive, interoceptive and proprioceptive informa-

tion. According to the concept of sensorimotor simulation, the sensorimotor system serves as

a route for recognising facial expressions of emotion (see [29] for a review). During the obser-

vation of an emotional expression, we use our sensorimotor system to simulate the motor plan

that the expresser is likely to use to produce the motor movements seen in the facial expres-

sion. This can be done explicitly, i.e. with facial mimicry, or without; crucially, the emotional

meaning of the expression is inferred from our own prior exteroceptive and interoceptive

experience of being in the presumed emotional state. Finally, the same principle can be applied

to understanding others’ actions and mental states and how we share their bodily sensations

[30]. For example, the predictions of one’s own interoceptive states that establish the sense of
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feeling of cold when one sees someone shivering. Consequently, emotion recognition benefits

from adequate access to one’s own interoceptive cues. Thus, if individuals’ interoceptive abili-

ties are reflected in their propensity to learn from prediction errors to acquire increasingly

precise interoceptive predictive models, this would also make them better at inferring the emo-

tional states of others.

The present study tested these assumptions by investigating the relationship between IS,

assessed by the Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Awareness, Version 2 (MAIA-

2; [31]), and performance during a probabilistic emotion classification task with videotaped

facial stimuli. We measured reaction times (RTs) along with SCRs as a widely used psycho-

physiological marker of changes in autonomic sympathetic arousal [32, 33] and activation to

emotional stimuli [34, 35]. During the experiment, participants were required to indicate

whether a neutral facial expression develops into a happy or fearful expression. Facial expres-

sions at the end of the video varied in intensity to introduce different levels of uncertainty.

Critically, we implemented different probabilities for the occurrence of either happy or fearful

faces per block to assess participants’ propensity to efficiently update their predictive model.

The varying probability and predictability of stimuli were quantified by information-theoretic

measures, i.e., Shannon surprise and entropy, respectively [36]. The ‘surprise’ of an event,

meaning its improbability, is given by the negative logarithm of the probability, whereas

‘entropy’ measures the average surprise of all possible events and quantifies the expected infor-

mation of events regarding their predictability [37].

Regarding the discrimination of emotional change (hypothesis 1, H1), we expected that

higher emotional intensity should lead to decreased RTs and increased SCRs reflecting

decreased discrimination uncertainty [38, 39]. In addition, this effect should be more pro-

nounced for fearful vs. happy facial expressions considering the consistent evidence for a supe-

rior recognition of happy faces compared to other facial expressions [40–42]. Therefore, we

hypothesized that individuals with higher compared to lower IS would show decreased RTs

and increased SCRs when discriminating emotions, especially when a fearful face of low inten-

sity was presented.

Regarding the probabilistic context adaptation (hypothesis 2, H2), we expected that partici-

pants with higher vs. lower IS would learn the block-wise changing probabilistic imbalance

more accurately due to stronger attentional precision-weighting [43]. This would be reflected

in a positive correlation of surprise and entropy with RTs and SCRs in participants with higher

IS but no correlation in participants with lower IS.

To explore whether the effects would be specific to emotion discrimination, we employed a

non-emotional speeded classification control task, where participants were asked to discrimi-

nate the gender of a presented neutral face while facial stimuli developed from pixelated to

high resolution. Paralleling the emotional condition, videos differed in resolution intensity

(i.e., degree of pixilation) at the end of the video, with low resolution for low and high resolu-

tion for high intensity videos as well as in the probability for the occurrence of male or female

faces.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Participants

Forty-six right-handed healthy young volunteers (36 female, 10 male) with normal or cor-

rected-to-normal vision were included in the present study. The participants’ age ranged from

18 to 32 years (22.9 ± 3.5 years). None of them reported a history of neurological or psychiatric

disorders. The study protocol was conducted in accordance with ethical standards of the

Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the Local Ethics Committee of the University of
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Muenster. Each participant submitted a signed informed consent form and received either

reimbursement or course credits for their participation afterwards. Individuals provided writ-

ten informed consent to permit for all potentially identifying information to be published.

2.2 Stimulus material

The stimulus material was created as part of a project on emotion recognition in patients with

behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia in cooperation with the University Hospital

Muenster, Germany [44]. The stimuli consisted of short videos with a mean duration of 3.00 s

(± 0.39), which were displayed on a grey background. Videos depicted male or female faces

posing from neutral to either happy or fearful emotional expressions (emotional condition) or

male or female faces from pixelated to high resolution (non-emotional condition). Moreover,

facial expressions in the emotional condition and image resolution in the non-emotional con-

dition differed in terms of intensity (high/low) to introduce different levels of uncertainty. To

control for potential effects of mouth opening on emotion recognition [45], fearful and happy

expressions of high and low intensity were each presented in two different versions, i.e., with

the mouth open and closed. Note that this factor was not considered in the statistical analyses

to reduce the complexity of the statistical model.

To create these stimuli, we recorded several short video sequences (~ 2.08 to 4.40 s) of four

actors and four actresses from four age groups each (20–30, 35–45, 50–60, 65–75 years). Actors

and actresses were instructed to perform either a happy or a fearful facial expression of either

high or low intensity and with mouth open or close. In order to achieve comparable length

and development of the enfolding emotions, the subsequent videos were edited and cut using

Adobe Premiere Pro CC (Adobe Systems Software, Dublin, Ireland) and Wondershare Fil-

mora Version 8.5.1 (https://filmora.wondershare.com/). The tenth frame before the first (emo-

tional) movement in the face was determined as a start frame which, thus, formed the neutral

facial expression. The end frame was determined as the frame after which the emotion had

reached its highest intensity and remained constant for another 20 frames. A total of 786 of

these first and last frames were extracted and rated in two online-based pilot studies. In the

first pilot study, a total of 60 participants (44 females; 27.4 ± 10.9; range 18–65 years) were

asked to rate half of the start and end frames with regard to the valence and its intensity of

the presented face on a 9-point scale ranging from 1 (strong fear), 5 (neutral) to 9 (strong joy)
(see S1 File–containing all the supporting tables and figures). Moreover, if the participants

experienced the emotion as neither fearful nor happy, they could enter a different emotion in

a provided text field. In the second pilot study with a sample of 48 participants (33 females;

31.6 ± 14.8 years old; range 17–68 years), each participant rated valence, intensity and arousal

of their subjective feelings elicited by the pictures on a scale ranging from 1 (fear high / negative
valence / calm, relaxed), 5 (neutral) to 9 (happy high / positive valence / exited, activated). Based

on the results of the pilot studies, we selected two videos per actor/actress for each of the eight

conditions (happy vs. fearful x high vs. low intensity x mouth open vs. closed) that best met the

main task’s requirements (i.e., neutral start, high/low intensity of happy/fearful expression in

the end) resulting in 128 different videos in total. The final videos had a size of 800x800 pixels,

a framerate of 25 frames per second, and an average length of 3.01 s. To create economically

valid stimuli, we accepted that the emotional videos would slightly vary in length (SD = 0.39)

(see S1 File). Therefore, we included video duration as a covariate in our analyses to control

for possible confounds on the participants’ RT.

For the non-emotional condition, videos of each actor or actress with a constantly neutral

expression were recorded. To ensure that all presented faces developed in the same time

curve from pixelated to high resolution, they were provided with a Gaussian soft focus using
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Premiere Pro CC. The Gaussian soft focus was set to a value of 190 at the first frame, such that

the faces were completely pixelated and not recognizable, as ensured by a further pilot study.

From the fifth frame on, a linear decay was inducted. To introduce different levels of intensity

comparable to the emotion task, the videos either dissolved completely or ran out with a

remaining soft focus of 20 at the end frame. We additionally extended the grey background

ellipsoid around the faces to ensure that noticeable features like the hairline would not favour

ceiling effects. For each actor and actress, we created two videos with high and low intensity

with a size of 1080x864 pixels, a framerate of 25 frames per second and an average length of

2.5 s.

2.3 Task

During the experiment, participants were seated in front of a computer screen located at a dis-

tance of about one meter. Videos were presented at the centre of the screen, separated by an

interstimulus interval of 4 s during which a fixation cross was displayed centrally on the screen

(Fig 1). The participants were asked to watch the presented videos attentively and to respond

as fast and accurately as possible as soon as they recognized the emotion in the emotional

condition or the gender of a presented face in the non-emotional condition. Participants

responded by button press on a two-button response box, using their right-hand index and

middle fingers. Stimulus-response mappings were counterbalanced across participants.

The task consisted of 32 emotional and non-emotional blocks with 16 consecutive videos

each, i.e., a total of 512 trials (256 per condition). Thus, in the emotional condition each of the

128 videos was shown twice. Blocks were combined into four runs consisting of eight blocks

each, i.e., after the reoccurrence of eight blocks of the same condition (emotional or non-emo-

tional condition) the condition changed and remained the same for another eight blocks. At

the beginning of each block, instructions were presented on the screen indicating whether the

Fig 1. Schematic diagram of the task. a) Trials are presented in a mixed block- and event-related design with emotional (e) and non-emotional (ne)

task blocks. b) At the beginning of each block, instructions indicate whether the participant has to indicate the emotion or the gender of the upcoming

faces. One block includes 16 consecutive video trials. c) Videos depict actors/actresses posing from neutral to either happy or fearful facial expressions

(blue background) or male or female actors/actresses from pixelated to high resolution (yellow background). The actor and actresses in the figure have

given written informed consent (as outlined in PLOS consent form) to publish the photographs.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258089.g001
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participant must respond to either the emotional expression or the gender of the faces. Each

experimental block was followed by a break of 8 s, during which participants were given the

information that the block had ended, followed by instructions regarding the upcoming block.

Accordingly, the overall task for the emotional condition lasted about 44 min (2624 sec), for

the control task about 39 min (2368 sec).

Within each block, either a high (75%) or low (25%) probability for the occurrence of fear-

ful or happy faces in the emotional condition and either a high (75%) or low (25%) probability

of male or female faces in the non-emotional condition were implemented. Stimuli were pre-

sented in a pseudo-randomized order ensuring that videos of one actor/actress were never

repeated across consecutive trials. Transitions between the block types were balanced across

the experiment.

Prior to the experiment, participants performed a short training session to get accustomed

to the task. The training consisted of one block of 16 trials each and an equal probability for

the different conditions.

The randomisation was programmed using MATLAB R2019b (The MathWorks Inc.,

Natick, MA, USA) and stimuli were presented using the Presentation software (Version 19.0,

Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA).

2.4 Assessment of interoceptive sensibility

For the self-assessment of interoceptive sensibility, the Multidimensional Assessment of Inter-

oceptive Awareness, Version 2 (MAIA-2, [31]), a test that quantifies the self-reported belief

concerning one’s own perception of bodily signals, was used. The MAIA-2 is a state-trait ques-

tionnaire with 37 items, which consist of eight subscales corresponding to its eight-factor

structure: noticing (awareness of uncomfortable, comfortable, and neutral body sensations),

not-distracting (tendency to ignore or distract oneself from sensations of pain or discomfort),

not-worrying (emotional distress or worry with sensations of pain or discomfort), attention

regulation (ability to sustain and control attention to body sensation), emotional awareness

(awareness of the connection between body sensations and emotional states), self-regulation

(ability to regulate psychological distress by attention to body sensations), body listening

(actively listens to the body for insight), and trust (experiences one’s body as safe and trustwor-

thy) [46]. Participants are asked to indicate on a 5-point Likert scale from 0 (never) to 5

(always) how often each statement applies to them in everyday life. Results of prior studies

support the validity of the MAIA-2 scales, with Cronbach’s alpha for the eight scales ranging

from 0.64 to 0.83 [31]. For our analyses, we calculated a total score per participant through

reverse coding the corresponding items and summing all items. Together with other question-

naires assessing the participants’ emotion processing (see S1 File), the MAIA-2 was completed

prior to the main task.

2.5 Skin conductance response acquisition

SCRs were acquired using the BrainVision Recorder Version 1.20.0801 (Brain Products,

Munich, Germany). Two Ag/AgCl electrodes were placed on the annular and middle fingers of

the participant’s left hand and 0.5%-NaCl electrode paste (GEL101; Biopac Systems) was used.

Data were recorded at 500 Hz, using a sampling interval of 2000 μS. Preprocessing and data

analysis were performed using PSPM [4.1.1], available at pspm.souorceforge.net. Skin conduc-

tance data were converted back to a waveform signal with 100 Hz time resolution, filtered with

a unidirectional first-order Butterworth high pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 0.05 Hz,

according to current recommendations [47]. Data were down-sampled to 10 Hz. The entire

SCR time series was then z-transformed for each participant to account for interindividual
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differences in responsiveness [48]. The data were visually checked for artifacts, but no formal

artifact rejection was implemented. The analysis of stimulus-locked (evoked) responses was

done following the general linear convolution model (GLM) approach on a single-trial level.

To this end, we extracted trial-by-trial estimates and ran the GLM with one regressor per trial.

Each trial in the experiment was modelled as a Dirac delta function centred on the event onset,

convolved with a canonical skin conductance response function (SCRF) and its first derivative

[49]. From the estimated amplitude parameters for the canonical SCRF and its derivative, the

response for each condition was reconstructed [47].

2.6 Data analysis

Basic statistical analyses were performed using R, version 3.6.2 [50]. For both behavioural and

SCR data, false or missing responses were excluded from the analyses. Behavioural perfor-

mance was defined by reaction times (RTs).

Comparisons of RTs and SCRs were carried out separately for the emotion and gender

task. More specifically, we tested whether valence/gender, intensity and information-theoretic

quantities, i.e., Shannon’s surprise I(xi) and entropy H(X) [36], reflecting the inverse probabil-

ity and predictability of a single stimulus, respectively, could predict (variance in) RTs and

SCRs on a single-trial level. While ‘surprise’ is a measure of the improbability of a particular

event, ‘entropy’ measures the expected or average surprise over all events and thus reflects the

predictability of an event within a particular context [37]. Shannon’s surprise was based on the

frequency of a trial of a specific valence/gender xi normalized by the sum of all past trials in the

block:

p xið Þ ¼
n xið Þ þ 1
P
xt þ 1

The prior counts before observing the first trial in the block were set to 1/2 for the two fac-

tor levels of valence (happy, fearful) and gender (male, female). The surprise I(xi) of each stim-

ulus event given by the negative logarithm of this probability quantifies the amount of

information provided by the current stimulus:

I xið Þ ¼ � ln pðxiÞ

Finally, entropyH(X) measures the average surprise of all possible outcomes and quantifies

the expected information of a stimulus regarding its predictability:

H Xð Þ ¼
X

i

� p xið Þln pkðxiÞ

We conducted generalized linear mixed-effects analyses using R, version 3.6.2 (R Core

Team, 2019) via the package lme4, version 1.1.21 [51]. As the distribution of single-trial RTs

was positively skewed, RTs were transformed to the natural logarithm to more closely approxi-

mate a normal distribution. Moreover, Q-Q plots indicated that residuals of RTs and SCR data

were normally distributed. For the factors valence/gender and intensity, we used effect coding,

with -1 for happy and 1 for fearful expressions, -1 for females and 1 for males, and -1 for high

and 1 for low intensity expressions. Surprise and entropy were centered at individual levels,

whereas MAIA-2 score was centered at the group level. Each model was fit with valence/gen-

der and intensity (and their interaction), Shannon’s surprise and entropy and their respective

interaction with the MAIA-2 score as fixed effects, and with a random intercept for each sub-

ject. For the emotional condition we added video duration to the models to control for effects

of varying video length on RTs. Statistical significance for each fixed effect was calculated via
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lmerTest, version 3.1.1 [52], using the Satterthwaite’s approximation to denominator degrees

of freedom. The significance level was set to α = .05. For posteriori pairwise comparisons we

used lsmeans [53] with the Tukey adjustment for multiple tests and a high (25) and low (-25)

level of the centred MAIA-2 score to assess differences between high and low IS participants.

In addition, we calculated Bayesian linear multilevel models in R [50] via the brms package

and Stan using default priors [54, 55]. Regression coefficients and 95% credible intervals (CIs;

i.e., Bayesian confidence intervals) are reported, meaning that the respective parameter falls

within this interval with a 95% probability and indicating statistical significance on a 5% level

if the interval does not contain zero.

3 Results

3.1 Emotional change recognition (H1)

3.1.1 Behavioural data. Because the percentage of false alarms (2.27%) and missing data

(0.14%) was low in the emotional condition, we restricted the behavioural analyses to RTs. The

linear mixed-effect model predicting RTs revealed a significant main effect of IS, b = -0.01, β =

-0.28, t = -3.16, p = 0.003. In line with our hypothesis, the negative gradient shows decreased

RTs with increasing IS. We found a significant main effect of valence, b = 0.03, β = 0.10,

t = 5.75, p< 0.001, with increased RTs for fearful facial expressions, and a main effect of inten-

sity, b = 0.02, β = 0.07, t = 3.49, p< 0.001, driven by increased RTs for low intensity of an

expression. Moreover, we found a significant interaction between valence and intensity,

b = 0.01, β = 0.04, t = 5.54, p< 0.001, a significant interaction between intensity and IS, b =

-0.001, β = -0.02, t = -2.37, p = 0.02, as well as a significant three-way interaction between

valence, intensity and IS, b = 0.001, β = 0.02, t = 2.37, p = 0.02 (Fig 2a). Post-hoc tests compar-

ing a low (-25) and a high (25) level of the centred MAIA-score revealed that, participants with

lower IS showed increased RTs for high compared to low intensity of happy expressions, b =

-0.06, t = -4.72, p< 0.001, and of fearful ones, b = -0.08, t = -6.59, p< 0.001. In contrast, partic-

ipants with higher IS showed shorter RTs for high compared to low intensity of fearful expres-

sions, b = -0.09, t = -6.42, p< 0.001, but no difference for happy expressions, b = 0.009, t =

-0.74 p = 0.996. With decreasing IS, we found shorter RTs for happy compared to fearful

Fig 2. Effects of valence and intensity. Marginal effects of valence (happy, fearful) and intensity (high, low) as a function of interoceptive sensibility

assessed by the MAIA-2 questionnaire (Mehling et al., 2018) on a) reaction time and b) skin conductance response (SCR). The solid lines depict the

regression fit, and the shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258089.g002
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expressions of both low, b = -0.07, t = -5.94, p< 0.001, and high intensity, b = -0.05, t = -4.27,

p< 0.001. With increasing IS, RTs became shorter for happy compared to fearful expressions

of low intensity, b = -0.11, t = -9.47, p< 0.001, but no difference when intensity was high, b =

-0.03, t = -2.27, p = 0.313. In line with our hypothesis, participants with higher IS were thus

faster in detecting emotional changes and slowed down their responses only to low intensity

fearful expressions. Decreasing IS was accompanied by a gradual increase in RTs with increas-

ing difficulty of the condition, i.e., from happy high to fearful low intensity expressions. In

accordance with our assumptions, video length did not predict RTs, b = -0.007, β = -0.008,

t = -1.11, p = 0.267.

The Bayesian logistic multilevel model on valence, intensity, surprise and entropy estimates,

IS and their respective interactions, revealed significant main effects of valence, intensity and

IS, as well as interaction effects of valence and intensity, intensity and IS, as well as a significant

three-way interaction between valence, intensity and IS. A table with regression coefficients

and corresponding 95% CIs for each variable predicting RTs in the emotional condition is

given in the S1 File.

3.1.2 SCR data. The linear mixed-effect model predicting SCRs revealed a trend for an

effect of intensity corresponding to our hypothesis, b = -0.03, β = -0.02, t = -1.79, p = 0.07,

driven by increased reconstructed SCR for high emotional expressions (Fig 2b). No main effect

of valence (p = 0.41) or IS (p = 0.49) on SCR amplitudes, as well as no interaction effects were

observed (all p> 0.34). The Bayesian logistic multilevel model predicting SCRs revealed no

significant main or interaction effects.

3.2 Probabilistic context adaptation (H2)

3.2.1 Behavioural data. We tested whether Shannon’s surprise and entropy of a single

emotional expression in interaction with individual IS (i.e., continuously varying MAIA-2

scores) were predictive of the participants’ performance. The linear mixed-effect model pre-

dicting RTs revealed a significant main effect of surprise, b = -0.014, β = -0.02, t = -3.34,

p< 0.001, and entropy, b = 0.059, β = 0.02, t = 2.10, p = 0.03, as well as significant interactions

between IS and surprise, b = 0.001, β = 0.03, t = 4.58, p< 0.001, and between IS and entropy,

b = 0.003, β = 0.02, t = 2.62, p = 0.01. Specifically, as expected in participants with higher IS sur-

prise and entropy were positively correlated with increased RTs reflecting, in turn, a behavioral

advantage in the course of learning from increasing probability of a specific valence. Contrary

to our expectation, there also was a negative correlation in participants with lower IS (Fig 3a).

The Bayesian logistic multilevel model revealed corresponding main effects of surprise and

entropy, as well as interaction effects of surprise and entropy with IS (see S1 File).

3.2.2 SCR data. In the linear mixed-effect model predicting SCRs, we observed weak evi-

dence for our hypothesis suggesting an interaction effect between IS and surprise, b = 0.003,

β = 0.02, t = 1.78, p = 0.07, and between IS and entropy, b = 0.019, β = 0.02, t = 1.79, p = 0.07,

but no main effects of surprise (p = 0.572) and entropy (p = 0.316) (Fig 3b). Higher IS, thus,

appeared to be accompanied by increased SCRs to unpredicted and unpredictable valences.

However, the Bayesian logistic multilevel model did not capture these effects and did not

reveal main or interaction effects.

3.3 Control task

3.3.1 Behavioural data. In the non-emotion control condition, i.e., the gender task, the

percentage of false alarms (5.17%) and missing data (0.78%) was significantly higher than in

the emotional condition, although still relatively low (M = 0.07, SD = 0.05, t(45) = 6.54,

p< 0.001). The linear mixed regression model for the prediction of RTs revealed a significant
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main effect of gender, b = 0.016, β = 0.05, t = 5.53, p< 0.001, driven by increased RTs for

female faces compared to male faces. As expected, the main effect of intensity was also signifi-

cant, b = -0.031, β = -0.09, t = -10.25, p< 0.001, with decreased RTs for faces presented with

high resolution compared to low resolution. In contrast to the emotional condition, the inter-

action between gender and intensity was not significant (p = 0.62) and there was no interaction

effect between gender, intensity and IS (p = 0.76) (see S1 File). Likewise, the Bayesian logistic

multilevel model also revealed a main effect of gender b = 0.02, 95%-CI [0.01, 0.02] and inten-

sity b = -0.03, 95%-CI [-0.04, 0.03].

However, contrary to our expectation the linear mixed regression model as well as the

Bayesian logistic multilevel model for the prediction of RTs revealed a significant main effect

of entropy, b = 0.14, β = 0.04, t = 4.13, p< 0.001, as well as a trend for a significant interaction

between surprise and IS, b = 0.00, β = -0.02, t = 1.90, p = 0.057. No other main or interaction

effects were significant (all p� 0.48).

3.3.2 SCR data. The linear mixed effect model on reconstructed SCR amplitudes did not

reveal significant main effects of gender (p = 0.88), intensity (p = 0.53) or interaction effects

with IS (p� 0.29). Likewise, the linear mixed effect model did not reveal significant main

effects with entropy and surprise or interaction effects with entropy (all p� 0.19). Neverthe-

less, we found an interaction effect of surprise and IS, b = 0.004, β = 0.02, t = 2.15, p = 0.03.

Fig 3. Effects of Shannon’s surprise and entropy. Results of the linear mixed effect regression model predicting a) reaction

time b) and skin conductance response (SCR) by mean-centered surprise (top panel) and entropy (lower panel) as a function of

interoceptive sensibility (IS) assessed by the MAIA-2 questionnaire [31]. For visualization purposes, marginal effects at

representative values of the IS score (-25 for low, 25 for high IS) are presented. The solid lines depict the regression fit, and the

shaded areas show the 95% confidence intervals.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258089.g003
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Likewise, the Bayesian logistic multilevel model predicting SCRs in the non-emotional control

condition revealed no significant main or interaction effects, except the interaction effect of

surprise and IS, b = 0.00, 95%-CI [0.00, 0.01].

4 Discussion

The present study tested whether an individual’s interoceptive sensibility (IS) is positively

related to the speed of recognizing emotional changes in others’ facial expressions and to the

ability to exploit biased probabilities to adapt expectations of facial emotions. We found (1)

decreased RTs in individuals with increasing IS. Individuals with decreased IS were slower in

recognizing low vs. high emotional intensity and fearful vs. happy valence of facial expressions.

Individuals with higher IS slowed down their responses only for the most difficult condition,

i.e., when a fearful face of low intensity was presented. Regarding differences in the exploita-

tion of biased probabilities of happy vs. fearful faces, (2) participants with higher IS were faster

in recognizing more probable (i.e., less surprising) and more predictable (i.e., less uncertain)

facial emotions, whereas participants with lower IS displayed lower RTs for more probable as

well as more predictable facial emotions. A trend for corresponding effects of surprise and

entropy were also observed for the SCRs. Finally, we found mixed evidence for the hypothesis

that (3) interindividual differences in IS particularly impact emotion but not gender expecta-

tion and recognition. Although IS had no impact on RTs or SCRs in the gender discrimination

task, the IS score tended to interact with gender surprise similar as with emotion surprise.

4.1 Interoceptive sensibility accompany lower thresholds for emotional

change recognition

Our behavioral results confirmed the hypothesis that self-reported sensibility to one’s own

interoceptive states (interoceptive sensibility, IS) modulates the recognition of emotional

changes in facial expressions of others. Specifically, while individuals with increased IS showed

decreased RTs only for high compared to low intensity of fearful expressions, lower IS partici-

pants showed a graduation of performance depending on both valence and intensity by

becoming slower at recognizing fearful vs. happy and low vs. high intensity expressions.

While our study is the first to show a relationship between IS and emotion recognition, pre-

vious studies also suggested that interoception influences the sensitivity to others’ emotions.

Terasawa et al. [28] previously reported that individuals with high interoceptive accuracy

(IAcc), assessed by the heartbeat detection task, show lower thresholds for the detection of var-

ious emotions in facial expressions, especially of happy ones. In addition, individuals with

higher sensitivity to visceral changes experience emotional stimuli as more arousing [27, 56].

Our results extend these findings by showing that when tested for emotion recognition speed,

individuals with lower IS benefit more from high intensities of facial emotions than individuals

with higher IS. Considering that in daily life our spontaneous facial expressions are mostly of

low to intermediate intensity, whereas high intensity is an exception [57–59], individuals with

low IS conceivably display more difficulties in inferring emotional states from others’ facial

expressions in their daily social interaction.

Regarding the valence of facial expressions, participants with increased IS recognized fear-

fulness equally as well as happiness when intensity was high, whereas individuals with lower IS

showed a general advantage for the recognition of happy faces. Previous studies found that

happy faces are recognized faster and more accurately than other types of facial expressions

[40–42], even when presented at low intensity [60, 61]. Theoretical explanations for this effect

include that the expression of happiness requires simpler physical changes and occurs more

frequently in our daily life [42, 62, 63]. On the contrary, although fearful facial expressions are
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detected fast e.g. [64, 65], they are less well recognized than other facial expressions [10, 62,

65–67]. In the present study, the participants’ task was to discriminate between happy and

fearful expressions such that RT measures reflected recognition rather than detection of the

emotional expression. The ability to perceive one’s own bodily signals has been shown to lead

to enhanced emotional discernment in social processing by promoting empathic abilities as

well as emotional expressions [68–70]. Against this backdrop, we take the discrimination

advantage of higher IS in our sample to be particularly evident for those stimuli that are espe-

cially difficult to be unequivocally discriminated, that is, fearful in comparison to happy faces

and emotional expressions of low vs. high intensity.

As for the SCRs, although we expected an increased amplitude for fearful vs. happy expres-

sions as SCRs are assumed to reflect physiological arousal to highly activating stimuli which

are to be detected fast [34, 35], our findings did not provide evidence for this assumption. A

possible explanation could be the lateralisation of the SCR profiles of the hands in response to

emotional facial stimuli. Banks et al. [71] found stronger SCRs to anger, disgust and fear on

the right hand, while higher amplitudes were found for the left hand in responses to sad,

happy and neutral faces. Thus, possible differences in SCR amplitudes in response to fearful vs.

happy faces could have been influenced by the SCR recordings from the left hand in our study.

Alternatively, the difference between emotion recognition and detection could also provide an

explanation for why no SCR difference was found between the two conditions: while emotion

detection is associated with high arousal, for which SCR is a highly sensitive measure, emotion

recognition implies cognitive appraisal, which possibly involves only subtle changes in SCR.

Thus, as increases in SCRs are induced by multiple emotional states, it was found not to be a

very specific measure of different emotions [72]. In line with this, there was weak evidence to

support our hypothesis that high vs. low expressions (i.e., higher arousal) would elicit stronger

SCRs, as has been observed in previous studies [73].

However, we neither found general differences between participants with high vs. low IS in

SCR amplitude nor that higher IS facilitates sympathetic arousal in certain experimental con-

ditions. Although previous EEG studies reported increased amplitudes for both the P300 com-

ponent and slow waves in response to emotional pictures in individuals with high vs. low

interoceptive sensibility [27, 56], other studies did not find overall differences in SCR varying

with interoceptive sensibility [74]. Our findings provide no evidence for a significant correla-

tion between the IS score or emotion processing and autonomous arousal. As discussed in the

following, SCR patterns could be rather characterized by increased attention to these signals.

4.2 Interoceptive sensibility facilitates context-sensitive emotional

inference

Using a novel task with videos showing neutral faces, developing to emotional expressions and

occurring with different probabilities, the present results confirmed our hypothesis that higher

IS is accompanied by a more precise adaptation of emotional predictions. RTs of individuals

with higher IS increased when the neutral facial expression unfolded into a rather unexpected,

i.e., surprising emotion (as measures by the current probability of a specific emotion occur-

rence), and decreased with increasing predictability, i.e., lower entropy of an emotion occur-

rence. In contrast, low IS individuals showed the opposite effects, with decreased RTs to

surprising and unpredictable emotions. This correlational pattern suggests that higher IS indi-

viduals benefited from the implemented probabilistic context more than individuals with

lower IS.

According to Ainley et al. [43], an attentional mechanism is at the basis of higher IS individ-

uals’ enhanced precision of prediction errors. Jiang and co-workers [75] report that attention
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during a face-scene discrimination task, i.e., independent of emotion processing, accelerates

prediction error processing as reflected in an increased neural patterns classifier’s performance

in distinguishing between expected and unexpected signals. Moreover, using EEG, Petzschner

et al. [76] find that interoceptive attention modulates the cortical processing of heartbeats,

as suggested by increased heartbeat-evoked potentials. Attention might, thus, manifest as

increased precision of the heartbeat or other context-specific ascending interoceptive signals,

and reduced precision of currently irrelevant interoceptive signals. This precision-weighting

would ultimately lead to more precise interoceptive predictions. Accordingly, expected vs.

unexpected negative vs. neutral facial expressions lead to decreased heartbeat-evoked poten-

tials [77]. Furthermore, better perception of visceral cues facilitates unaware conditioned

responding as well as the prediction of shocks [78, 79].

Against this background our findings further show, probably due to stronger attentional

precision-weighting, individuals with higher IS learn better from, and hence build stronger

expectations based on biased probabilities of emotional expressions. This in turn leads to a

faster recognition of predicted emotions, but also to hesitation when unexpected emotions

occur. In contrast, individuals with decreased IS show the opposite pattern by responding

slower to predictable but faster to surprising stimuli. Moreover, although the effects on SCRs

were generally weak and should be interpreted with caution, the (non-significant) trend for a

modulation of SCRs by surprise and entropy in interaction with IS paralleled this RT pattern,

with surprise and entropy positively covarying with SCRs in higher IS individuals but nega-

tively in lower IS individuals. It was previously suggested that SCRs reflect an orienting reflex

in response to novel or unexpected stimuli [19, 80]. Thus, the increase of SCRs as a function of

entropy and surprise in higher IS individuals is in accordance with our hypotheses, reflecting

adaptation to biased probabilities and heightened arousal in response to violations. However,

the effect found in low IS individuals was rather unexpected. As a suggestion, our findings

could be interpreted along the lines of a dual processing mode [81] assuming a supervisory

attentional system [82]: In individuals with higher IS, expected emotions may be processed

more automatically, whereas the classification of rather unexpected emotions requires

increased cognitive control. As for the opposite effects in individuals with low IS, the emotional

classification processes could generally be less controlled, which would be reflected in high

RTs and SCRs even for frequently occurring emotions. Thus, the present results provide evi-

dence that differences in IS regarding context-sensitive emotional inference are reflected in dif-

ferences in bodily responses to emotional stimuli that vary in probability of their occurrence,

although the concrete processes underlying this relationship must be clarified in future studies.

Finally, it has been suggested that learning of emotion concepts and affective predictions

depending on past experience (i.e., memory), affected by various environmental influences (i.e.,

stability and habitual patterns of selective attention), determine whether sensory input is experi-

enced as emotional or not [10, 83]. Consequently, prediction might even change how we per-

ceive neutral stimuli [84, 85]. Since we used dynamic video-taped stimuli starting with a neutral

facial expression evolving into an emotional expression, it is possible that individuals with higher

IS already perceived neutral facial expressions as more emotional according to the respective

emotional context, which led to a recognition advantage when prediction was fulfilled. To vali-

date this interpretation, future studies could examine whether interindividual differences in IS

determine the influence of affective predictions on the perception of neutral stimuli.

4.3 Domain specific and domain unspecific effects of interoceptive sensibility

Since attention is suggested to modulate precision-weighting of prediction errors in general

[75] and also represents a key construct in various subscales of the MAIA-2 questionnaire
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[31], effects of IS on emotion discrimination could be simply due to an improved ability to

focus attention on any type of sensory input rather than being specifically caused by differ-

ences in interoceptive abilities. We therefore implemented a non-emotional control task

where participants had to indicate the gender of neutral faces in videos developing from highly

pixelated to high resolution in order to assess detection of changes independent of observed

bodily cues [30]. The recognition of gender did not differ between these individuals, that is,

no evidence was found for a general discrimination advantage in high vs. low IS individuals.

However, regarding the probabilistic manipulation generating an expectation bias for

female or male faces, surprise and IS tended to interact, albeit not significantly, such that RTs

increased as a function of surprise more in high than in low IS individuals. This effect suggests

a subtle impact of prediction errors on behavior in higher IS individuals which is independent

of the prediction domain.

Our finding is in accordance with the postulation of at least three different areas of predic-

tive functioning, i.e., the exteroceptive, interoceptive, and proprioceptive dimension, underly-

ing perception, emotion, and action, respectively [9]. These can operate both amodal and

multimodal, depending on the level of the predictive hierarchy at which predictions are vio-

lated. It is conceivable that in the present study, prediction errors in the exteroceptive modality

(i.e., in the gender task) also elicited bodily signals on which higher IS individuals direct their

focus more than lower IS individuals. As to the emotion task, the interaction was much more

pronounced and an additional interaction effect with entropy was observed. Although our

findings suggest partially domain-spanning interindividual differences in predictive perfor-

mance, interoceptive sensitivity and information appear to play a greater role for the recogni-

tion of emotion than gender.

4.4 Strengths and limitations

Although the present study is the first investigating whether higher IS comes with better

recognition and expectation of both emotional and non-emotional stimuli, the evidence for

domain-specific and domain-general effects of IS has to be further validated in future studies.

For instance, in order to determine interindividual differences in interoceptive abilities, we

used a self-report questionnaire, i.e., the MAIA-2, assuming that different dimensions of inter-

ception are correctly tapped by subjective assessment. As several studies report an indepen-

dence of IS and IAcc as an objective measure of interoceptive abilities [18, 86–89], future

approaches could additionally use IAcc to examine the influence of interoceptive abilities on

emotion discrimination.

Moreover, we acknowledge the relatively small sample size that plays a role especially

with regard to the investigation of interindividual variation. Given that only trends could be

observed regarding the effects of SCR, these results should be interpreted with caution. How-

ever, our study is particularly characterized by the fact that we created dynamically enfolding

emotional facial expressions to investigate the recognition of emotional changes as well as the

impact of differences in IS in an economically valid way. Only recently, the need to study

dynamic and real situational emotions (as opposed to static Emoji-like expressions) was

emphasized in order to get a valid picture of how emotional meaning is inferred [90].

Since social factors play a striking role in the development and maintenance of mental ill-

ness [91], our findings provide further evidence that interoception is an important feature of

diagnosis and treatment of different psychiatric disorders [92]. Consequently, approaches to

improve interoceptive abilities are worth discussing. As such, a therapeutic approach called

mindful awareness in body-oriented therapy (MABT) could be appointed, specifically

designed to teach skills of interoceptive awareness through a combination of psychoeducation
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and somatic approaches [93]. Future studies could investigate whether approaches to improve

interoception also positively influence social cognition.

5 Conclusion

The present study suggests that interoceptive sensibility facilitates the speed of recognition of

emotional changes in facial expressions of others, potentially mediated by an increased atten-

tion to bodily signals. Furthermore, higher interoceptive sensibility entails a more precise

adaptation to biased probabilities of emotional valences, pointing to a stronger reliance on sit-

uationally adjusted prediction. Correspondingly, bodily responses tend to increase for less

probable emotions. Future studies can build on these findings by assessing corresponding

effects in clinical populations associated with interoceptive dysfunctions such as anxiety disor-

ders or alexithymia.
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